Let’s shape the future of IT
ELLIX is an international top management consulting company based in Switzerland, Germany
and Slovakia. We help our customers to improve their technology management to become more
client centric, cost efficient, agile and innovate at a faster pace.
We are the first European consultancy focusing on Technology Business Management (TBM), a
management framework developed by visionary CIOs to improve the business value of technology
and drive the digital transformation. Our subject matter advise is requested by the CIOs and IT leaders
of major international corporations across various industries.
Our daily work is diverse and inspiring and brings us to different project locations e. g. in Switzerland,
Germany, Austria, France, the UK, etc.

Senior Consultant – Digital Transformation (m/w)
Working for us is more than just consulting
As a senior consultant on our teams you work on demanding and international projects for well-known
global corporations. Taking over responsibility from your first day on, you accompany clients from
analysis and conception to the implementation of TBM concepts. You support customers to the rising TBM
market and the standards which are developed to provide consistency and success in implementing
TBM processes. You mission is helping senior IT executives to manage, improve and communicate
business value.
You are on client site from day one and act as an ambassador of our competencies and values.
Delivering sustainable project success, establishing and maintaining trusted client relationships are
your core responsibilities.
As part of our unique partnership with the international TBM Council (www.tbmcouncil.org), we are
collaborating, sharing our expertise and further develop further TBM standards. You will participate
in TBM events and programs including speaking at meetings, hosting and participating in webinars,
writing blogs and articles, etc.
Are you ready for your next career step? At ELLIX you can expect excellent prospects for your future
career, room for your ideas and comprehensive training opportunities across all areas. A small, collegiate
and international team is welcoming you!

What you bring to the table
Excellent degree in computer science, technology management,
business informatics OR decision sciences, mathematics, physics,
engineering paired with business-management expertise.
Combination of business know-how and IT competency, which you
have gathered in 3 – 6 years of professional working experience either
in consulting, audit or a similar position.
Strong understanding of IT services (applications and infrastructure)
and their integration into business processes and the corporate
value chain.
Ability to lead cross functional business and technical teams in the
role as project manager.
Client-focused, service-oriented and self-driven attitude with convincing presentation skills and the ability to easily engage with new
people and expand your network.
Passion and willingness to travel across Europe (min. 3 days per week).
Fluent business English (ELLIX company language), German would
be advantageous.
What you can expect as part of our team
Your chance for an international career and becoming a pioneer as
TBM solution consultant.
Grow within a huge network of IT leaders of international companies
across the globe.
You quickly take over responsibility for your assigned projects, working
on a one-to-one basis with our ELLIX partners and TBM experts.
Join a team that fuels entrepreneurial behavior, constant feedback,
direct decision making and the development of new ideas.
A personalized training path on consulting methodology, interpersonal
skills and TBM, both internally and with our TBM partners.
A work environment with no politics and lean administration supplemented by an above average compensation package.
You are invited to our yearly trips with the whole team to e. g. a skiing
weekend or monthly team dinners.

You are interested in meeting
the team? Send your application to careers@ellix-tbm.com.
We are looking forward to
getting to know you.
If you have questions, reach
out to Veronique Doelger at
careers@ellix-tbm.com or at
+41 78 7077540
www.ellix-tbm.com

